Using two-point Abel-Gontscharoff interpolating polynomial some new generalizations of Steffensen's inequality for n−convex functions are obtained and some Ostrowski-type inequalities related to obtained generalizations are given. Furthermore, using theČebyšev functional some new bounds for the remainder in obtained generalizations are proven and related Grüss-type inequalities are given.
Introduction
The two-Point Abel-Gontscharoff interpolation problem is a particular case of Abel-Gontscharoff interpolation problem introduced in 1935 by Whittaker [11] and subseququently by Gontscharoff [4] and Davis [3] . In [1] this interpolation problem is also reffered to as the two-point right focal interpolation problem. Let f ∈ C n [a, b] (n ≥ 2) and let P AG2 be its two-point Abel-Gontscharoff interpolating polynomial then f (t) = P AG2 (t) + e AG2 (t) (1.1) where P AG2 is the polynomial of degree n − 1 defined by
and the associated error can be expressed by e AG2 (t) = b a g AG2 (t, s)f (n) (s)ds.
(1.
2)
The corresponding Green function g AG2 (t, s) from (1.2) is defined by
The polynomial P AG2 satisfies the following conditions called the two-point right focal conditions ([1, p. 172]) P (i) AG2 (a 1 ) = f (i) (a 1 ), 0 ≤ i ≤ α, P (i) AG2 (a 2 ) = f (i) (a 2 ), α + 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1, a ≤ a 1 < a 2 ≤ b.
These conditions are a particular case of the general Abel-Gontscharoff interpolation conditions P (i) AG (a i+1 ) = f (i) (a i+1 ), 0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1, a ≤ a 1 ≤ a 2 ≤ · · · ≤ a n ≤ b.
Some generalizations of Steffensen's inequality via Abel-Gontscharoff polynomial using the difference of integrals on two intervals were obtained in [7] . The aim of this paper is to obtain some new generalizations of Steffensen's inequality via two-point Abel-Gontscharoff polynomial using different reasoning from the one used in [7] . This inequality was first given and proved by Steffensen in 1918 in paper [10] . A comprehensive survey on Steffensen's inequality, its generalizations and applications can be found in [9] .
The well-known Steffensen inequality states:
The inequalities are reversed for f nondecreasing.
In [5] Jakšetić and Pečarić generalized Steffensen's inequality for positive measures using identites [a,a+λ] 
(1.5) Mitrinović stated in [6] that the inequalities in (1.3) follow from the above identities for dµ(t) = dt.
The above identities for dµ(t) = p(t)dt will be the starting point for our generalizations of Steffensen's inequality.
In this paper we use the two-point Abel-Gontscharoff polynomial to obtain some new identities related to Steffensen's inequality. Using our new identities we generalize Steffensen's inequality for n−convex functions. In Section 3 we give the Ostrowski-type inequalities related to obtained generalizations. We conclude this paper with some new bounds for the remainder in obtained identities using inequalities for theČebyšev functional and with some Grüsstype inequalities.
Throughout the paper, it is assumed that all integrals under consideration exist and that they are finite.
Generalizations of Steffensen's inequality
In this section we obtain generalizations of Steffensen's inequality for n-convex functons using identity (1.1).
Theorem 2.1. Let f ∈ C n [a, b] for n ≥ 3 and let g, p : [a, b] → R be integrable functions such that p is positive and 0 ≤ g ≤ 1. Let a+λ a p(t)dt = b a g(t)p(t)dt and let the function G 1 be defined by
Then
Proof. Using identity (1.4) for dµ(t) = p(t)dt and integration by parts we have
Applying identity (1.1) to f , taking a 1 = a, a 2 = a + λ and replacing n with n − 1 we have
After applying Fubini's theorem on the last term in (2.4) we obtain (2.2).
and let the function G 2 be defined by
Proof. Similar to the proof of Theorem 2.1 using identity (1.5) for dµ(t) = p(t)dt. Now, using the above obtained identites we give generalization of Steffensen's inequality for n-convex functions.
Proof.
If the function f is n-convex, without loss of generality we can assume that f is n−times differentiable and f (n) ≥ 0 see [8, p. 16 and p. 293 ]. Now we can apply Theorem 2.1 to obtain (2.8).
Proof. Similar to the proof of Theorem 2.3.
Remark 2.1. If the integrals in (2.7) and (2.9) are nonnegative, then the reverse inequalities in (2.8) and (2.10) hold.
Taking p ≡ 1 and n = 3 in previous theorems we obtain the following corollary.
Ostrowski-type inequalities
In this section we give the Ostrowski-type inequalities related to generalizations obtained in the previous section. 
The constant on the right-hand side of (3.1) is sharp for 1 < p ≤ ∞ and the best possible for p = 1.
Proof. Let's denote
By taking the modulus of (2.2) and applying Hölder's inequality we obtain For p = ∞ take f (n) (s) = sgn C(s).
For p = 1 we prove that
is the best possible inequality. Suppose that |C(s)| attains its maximum at s 0 ∈ [a, b]. First we assume that C(s 0 ) > 0. For ε small enough we define f ε (s) by 
and the rest of the proof is the same as above.
Using identity (2.6) we obtain the following result. 
The constant on the right-hand side of (3.3) is sharp for 1 < p ≤ ∞ and the best possible for p = 1.
Proof. Similar to the proof of Theorem 3.1.
Taking p ≡ 1 and n = 3 in Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 we obtain the following corollaries. 4) and the constant on the right-hand side of (3.4) is sharp, while for p = 1 we
where
and the constant on the right-hand side of (3.5) is the best possible. 
(3. 6) and the constant on the right-hand side of (3.6) is sharp, while for p
and the constant on the right-hand side of (3.7) is the best possible. 
In [2] Cerone and Dragomir proved the following theorems: Then we have the inequality
The constant 1 √ 2 in (4.1) is the best possible. The constant 1 2 in (4.2) is the best possible. In the sequel we use the above theorems to obtain some new bounds for integrals on the left hand side in the perturbed version of identities (2.2) and (2.6).
Firstly, let us denote Ω i (s) = Similarly, using identity (2.6) we obtain the following result: Using representation (2.2) and inequality (4.9) we deduce (4.8).
(b) Similar to the (a)-part.
